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Uses efficient graph-based algorithms to implement all
needed operations: join, abstraction, entailment, ...
Looks for memory safety errors: invalid dereferences,
double frees, buffer overruns, memory leaks, ...
Implemented as an open source GCC plug-in.
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bounded DFS: 200/900 GIMPLE instructions,
one of them says “error” ⇒ final verdict “error” + witness.

One Predator Breadth-First (BFS) Hunter:
no heap abstraction, join up to isomorphism,
timeout-bounded BFS,
its verdict within the time limit:
“correct” ⇒ final verdict “correct” + witness,
“error” ⇒ final verdict “error” + witness.

Otherwise the answer is “unknown”.
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best results among (in principle) sound tools especially for heap
and linked lists.
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many false alarms suppressed (all but 4 in ReachSafety),
some false alarms remain: abstraction of non-pointer data for
unbounded data structures.

Soundness preserved:
Only Predator Verifier can claim infinite-state programs correct.
Some finite-state programs proved correct by the BFS Hunter.

What about letting Hunters verify?
Correctly and quickly “verified” all cases with trees and skip-lists.
Great to harvest points!
But: This is (in principle) unsound! Hence, not taken.
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